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DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION GREAT FOR: MOVING PICTURES

Save e�ort, save towels, speed up drying time with the body blade.

Our Waterblade has found a strong popularity among horse owners and for the longest time we were 

happy to go with the �ow and accept the kind words of praise. Then we got to thinking that, with a 

little help from our friends, we could develop a purpose built model that would be an indispensable tool 

for horse and livestock care. This is the result.

Built with a sturdy, ergonomically designed nylon handle as easy to operate with one hand as it is with 

two. This handle was designed specially for an easy grip that �ts any size hand comfortably with no 

fatigue. Tough UV resistant nylon will provide years of service in your stable and out in the elements.

The patented Y-blade design has super fast �exing action that molds to your horse’s body and whisks 

away water. Built with food grade silicone that is safe and comfortable so it doesn’t irritate the animal 

or cause �inching. The 14” width makes short work of large areas while it’s superior �exing ability 

allows it to work in tighter areas too.

Unlike rigid plastic and metal sweat scrapers, the Waterblade is perfectly safe around bony areas and 

will be your horse’s favorite part of bath time. Silicone is naturally resistant to biological and microbial 

growth so germs and mildew are never a problem. Easy to keep clean and safe for nearly all chemicals 

and conditioners. Remains resilient in the most extreme temperatures.

Includes reusable storage pack, but most folk just drop it in their wash bucket or use the handy 

hangy-hole.

Horse & Livestock Body Blade / Sweat
Scraper Waterblade
$22.95

Safe and Comfortable for the Animal
Speeds Up Drying Time
Saves time and e�ort
Great for Horses and Show Livestock
Quickly removes water, sweat, debris and clippings safely
Food grade silicone blade with durable nylon handle

Availability: In stock

SKU: OP2014-EQ
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